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8.2  facade design

Proposed Elevations

The most notable material change to the existing facades is the removal of 
many of the concrete panels to the Richmond Hill Avenue elevation. Originally 
this façade hid the many service areas of the building, such as kitchens and 
pastry rooms, which explains its contrasting appearance to the more heavily 
glazed west facade on to Queen’s Road. There is no longer such a need for 
such back-of-house spaces in the building, but instead a need for flexible 
activity and work spaces with natural lighting and ventilation. The proposed 
new window arrangement has been designed to meet these changing needs.

The key change to the existing Queen’s Road facade is to replace the fixed 
acoustic window linings to the Anson Room with sliding acoustic screens, 
so that at appropriate times this space can be naturally lit. This will both 
improve the environment and usability of the Anson Room, and also the 
‘active frontage’ of the building – allowing views of the activities within such 
as dance rehearsals or social functions. During louder performances the 
acoustic screens can be repositioned to ‘close’ the facade and mitigate noise 
emissions.

Examples of the new glazing are shown adjacent. The new systems combine 
high performance glazing and frames, glazed insulated panels, and opening 
vents. The vents will be either high level automatic openers to enable night 
time cooling of the interior, or lower, manually-operated windows for user-
controlled ventilation.

 

Existing concrete repaired, cleaned and protected
New polished slate finish

Render
Aluminium framed glazed facade

Aluminium framed window
Rooflights

Sliding acoustic screens to rear of glazing in Anson Room

Key to facade materials (below)
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Gordon Road facade (South-Southwest)

North facade (North-Northeast)

Queen’s Road facade (West-Northwest)

Richmond Hill Avenue facade (East-Southeast)

Aluminium framed glazed facade detail

Aluminium framed window detail

Expressed mullion with timber backbox
Discreet transom with bonded glass

Insulated glazed panel incorporating door
Outward opening vent on actuator
Inward opening louvered vent with 

-manual operation
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Aluminium expressed frame
Existing pre-cast concrete panel

Inward opening vent on restrictor
Louvered blind

Inward opening louvered vent with 
-manual operation
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